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Abstract 

Theo Angelopoupos was a leading figure of New Greek Cinema and a prominent European 

filmmaker widely known for his highly stylized, contemplative and poetic works. This paper focuses 

on the original script of Travelling Players (1975), Angelopoulos’s third feature film, which is 

considered as a key work in his establishment as an international auteur dealing with previously 

banned topics of Greek history and political trauma, such as the Greek civil war, from a left-wing 

standpoint. The paper is based on research conducted at the archive of the General Secretariat of 

Press and Information, a state institution that, from 1936 (the dictatorship of Metaxas) to 1974 (the 

fall of the right-wing Junta of the Colonels), exercised preventive censorship on all scripts and 

completed films produced or screened in Greece. Archival research brought to light the original 

script of Travelling Players, submitted in 1973 by Angelopoulos in order to get the permission to 

shoot the film, including the script’s censored parts and the censors’ report. Angelopoulos, in 

interviews, has given much information on how he succeeded in overcoming censorship by 

submitting a fake script to the censors and by hiding the real screenplay from all his collaborators 

(e.g. none of the actors had actually read the script) to avoid troubles with the Junta authorities. 

However, archival research proves that the submitted document was not actually fake, enabling us 

to scrutinize the methods by which Angelopoulos’s original script, while describing accurately and in 

detail most of the actual film, prevented censors from identifying suspect material. At the same time 

archival evidence allows us to study the elliptical and poetic way Angelopoulos scripted and disguised 

his story (through an emphasis on ancient myth and folk culture) as another mark of his authorship. 
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